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Survey Data as of March 25, 2020

Covid-19 and Its Impact on the Printing Industry
By John C. Stewart, Executive Director, NPRC
Shock, amazement and surprises (both good and bad) are just a few of the reactions we experienced this week as
we began examining the data gathered from our Covid-19 Printing Industry survey.
First, we want to thank all of you who participated in our Covid-19 Survey that was conducted between March 2025. The original deadline for the survey was midnight, Mar. 25, but we decided to close it a bit early because of a
record response and a realization that last-minute surveys that were coming in were having little statistical impact
on our previously collected data.
A Record Response Rate
Our first surprise was the 279 surveys we had received by noon on March 25th. That’s close to a record by our
recollection of past surveys. We are continuing to see additional surveys come in as we prepare this summary.
Another pleasant surprise is that according to our data, approximately 53% of all respondents reported they are
“still currently open and operating under regular business hours.” However, the remaining 47% of participants
reported that they were either temporarily closed, limiting business to pick-ups and deliveries, or operating under
severely restricted hours of operation. Clearly, the responses to our “Open/Closed Status” question depended upon
where the business was located.

“No money to do this...we are both Veterans and seniors and
diabetic’s...we will be homeless and out of business and no way
to move forward from this without help!!”
One comment we received continues to stick out in our mind, 48 hours after we first read it. While it may not be
reflective or representative of the industry, it is still a bit discouraging to read: “No money to do this...we are both
Veterans and seniors and diabetic’s...we will be homeless and out of business and no way to move forward from this
without help!!”
No, the above quote is not representative (See Question #19 data and comments) of what we received, but it
certainly caught our eye, and we hope that it turns out to be the exception rather than rule four months from now.
Only 4.9% of the printing businesses we surveyed told us they were temporarily closed, and 79% of them told us
they continuing to pay their employees at either “full” pay or at some reduced level. Nonetheless, we realize that
many of the answers and much of the data we are reporting today could change dramatically in the next two or three
days, let alone the next 30-60 days.
Reduction in Hours Remains Fluid
Reflecting on the fluidity of the current Covid-19 economy, many owners who are still open indicated they were
planning on reducing hours in the next week or so, while others reported they had already laid-off employees.
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Some owners reported they were paying employees but had reduced their hours. Still others reported they were,
“just holding on to what little money we have week to week.”
Declines in Monthly & Quarterly Sales
Speaking of shocks, we were amazed to hear that participating printers were predicting dramatic declines in March
sales by as much as 40%. Worse still, printers are projecting their average sales will be down by almost 47% by the
end of the 2ndquarter (June 30, 2020). Median sales are predicted to reach -50%!
What about good news?
Yes, we were pleasantly surprised to find a significant percentage of respondents indicated they had relatively
healthy cash reserves, with 37% of participants reporting they had enough cash reserves to last them three months
or better. Unfortunately, approximately 29% of printers indicated they had cash reserves of four weeks or less.

Examining Results of Covid-19 Survey
Below are questions, graphs, and commentary prepared by NPRC based upon the data we received as of March
25th. As noted previously, this data is subject to dramatic shifts as the current economy changes.
Question #1 – State/Province where business is located? Below is simply a graphic display of where our surveys
originated. As a general rule, graph tends to depict the states where the Covid-19 Virus has had its greatest impact.

Questions #2 - #4 Regarding Employee Status and counts as of Jan. 1, 2020, March 23, 2020 and projected for
May 1, 2020.
Prior to preparing the following graph, we excluded employee data from companies employing 50 or more
employees because that data was distorting data for the remaining 90% of our survey participants.
Based upon the data we received, the average drop in projected number of employees between now and May 1st is
approximately 12%. The median projected drop is 25%. Two things are worth noting in regard to this data:
•W
 e are at the very beginning of the data collection curve and thus the graph can change dramatically in the
next 30-60 days.
• I t appears that a significant decline in employment began at very beginning of 2020, and there is no reason
whatsoever to assume this downward trend will reverse itself any time soon.
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Question #5 – Current Status of Your Business? We gave participants four choices to describe the current status of
their business. We also allowed them to provide us with additional comments as well.

Survey participants provided many comments expanding on the choices we offered them, including the following:
• 32 hour work week
• Busier than ever
• Business is almost gone
• By order of the PA Governor
• Closed by State Mandate
• current open 1/2 staff, could change daily
• hinged on essential service status
• Law requires we close end of day March 20. We applied for a waiver to remain open since we are servicing
healthcare providers
• Limiting staff who actually need to come into the facility; others are working from home
• No visitors - shipping, receiving & pick-ups only
• Only because this is our only source of income
• Several clients have stopped ALL marketing for 2-3 weeks
• Slightly reduced hours and staff at 32 hours each.
• We are in full operation with staggered hours for production employees with sales, project managers and
admin working remotely.
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• We are under regular hours at this time but considering to cut hours to 10am-4pm, hoping for customers to be
able to pay the bills and payroll.
• We are utilizing our Drive Up Window and are open regular business hours with deliveries as usual
• We are working remotely and have 1 person in the shop handling production and logistics. 70% of our
business is bought out. • we have also reduced hours
• We have reduced full time staff hours to 28 hours per week for 6 weeks, maybe longer. Otherwise operating as
normal.
• We have shortened business hours by one half hour and locked customer access to our front counter sanitizing between each customer visit • We have shortened our hours by 2 hours a day
• We have started to limit (Close Early, Staff can leave early when work is completed)
• Working from home with forays to the office to work, file, get snail mail. Govt request if not mandate.
Questions #6 – If you are temporarily closed, how are you handling pay?

Other comments we received from printers who have temporarily closed included:
• Part time employees have been let go. Full time employees receive full pay until 4/3
• Just holding on to what little money we have (week to week)
• We are paying employees reduced hours
• We will suspend pay unless we can obtain a federal grant
• We will pay employees to the extent of their earned leave for as long as we still have funds.
• Going to reduced hours next week
• Just did lay-offs for some folks and have a few still working
• We’ll remain open next week and then close temporarily. Unfortunately, at that time we will suspend paying
employees but will continue paying health insurance during the shutdown.

Questions #7 – Unemployment Insurance – Have you advised or encouraged some or all of your employees to
file for unemployment insurance?
Yes… 42.9% No… 57.1%
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Questions #8 & #9 – 2ndQuarter Sales - Impact of Covid-19 on Current & 2ndQuarter Sales. This is the first in 25+
years of working with Excel graphs that we have ever encountered graphs dealing with “negative” numbers such as
below.
It is clear from the graph below that 2020 sales are projected to get worse before they get better. The graph below
compare average and median sales projections for March 2020 (gold bars) against average and median sales
projections for 2ndquarter sales – April – June.

Question #10 – Cash Reserves, assuming proper and conservative cash management, how many weeks/months do
you feel you can survive under the current Covid-19 economy?
Despite the negative news from so many quarters, we were pleasantly surprised to see that many printers reported
relative healthy “cash reserves”.
Note that 48% of respondents reported having cash reserves of three months or more, certainly an extremely
healthy and envious position to be in during this Covid-19 era.
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Question #11 – “Hot” businesses and industry that appear to be ordering more printing than normal? While
many respondents reported that the “bottom” had dropped off and they had no business, some reported significant
increases in printing orders, specifically in the following areas:

Question #12 – Currently Employed: What percent of your total work force is working at your retail or
production facility as opposed to those working at home or are furloughed?
Average percent of workforce working at production facility?

67.4%

Median percent of workforce working at production facility?

80.0%

Question #13 – Furloughed Employees: What percent of your total work force have you furloughed (Temporarily
sent home for a period of time without pay)?
Average percent of workforce that is currently furloughed? 22.4%
Median percent of workforce that is currently furloughed? NA
Question #14 – Prospects for the future of your business. To what degree do you anticipate Covid-19 will have
on your business between now and the end of June 2020?
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Question #15 – Current Discount Practices – Are you currently offering any types of “Covid-19” discounts
to customers/clients? It may be that the Covid-19 Crisis is simply too new, but we were surprised at the initial
answers, expecting just the opposite, but we subsequently confirmed the data.
Yes… 21.9% No… 78.1%
Question #16 – If you answered “YES” to question #15, what is the average discount you are offering?
Average discount offered… 18.7%
Median discount offered… 15.0%
Question #17 – Assuming you have considered various steps to reduce labor costs, please indicate your tendencies
towards each of the following five steps?
This was one of the more complex “Matrix” questions in the survey. It offered five possible actions that might be
considered regarding each of five specific steps that might be offered to help reduce labor costs.
If you total or combine the “will not consider” and “unlikely” percentages for each option and then compare that
score against similar scores for each of the remaining options, you will find the least likely steps that owners are
inclined to take.
As an example, if you will add the “will not consider” and “unlikely” percentages for Option 17-4 Reduction in
Pay you will see that that specific option is far and away the least popular of all possible options as a method for
reducing payroll costs.
Taking the opposite approach, you can discern that the most popular step that owners are likely to take is
“Reduction in hours across the board.” The combine score for “quite possible” and “will likely implement” for
reduction in hours across the board was almost 77% - the most popular option among the five choices.
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Question #18 – In an effort to improve or maintain cash flow, have you taken any of the following steps to delay or
slow down payments to vendors?
Reading somewhat between the lines, we get the feeling from looking at the data that printers either just waiting
it out for the moment or possibly still unsure as to what they will do. Some appear to be taking a “wait and see”
approach, while others are reluctant to make any calls at this moment.

Question #19 – Implementing specific marketing efforts? Have you implemented any specific marketing efforts or
programs to counter the impact of Covid-19, and if so would you share with us those efforts?
Below are some of the more than 90+ responses and comments we received regarding marketing efforts being taken
by printers.
• Marketing to Non-profits to send out appeals in lieu of lost revenue from cancelled events 2. Marketing to
Restaurants promoting sidewalk signs, to-go menus and EDDM postcards
• Calling current customers in essential industries.
• Contacted current customers and let them know we are “open” for business.
• Contacting various segments with offers to encourage continued advertising through the course of the pandemic.
• Continue to prospect to fill the pipeline for future growth
• Designed and offered timely messaging post cards to all our real estate clients.
• Done some restaurant/bars and other industries hurt by this with deep discount programs/deferred billing,
Whatever it takes to make sure all my clients come out of this
• Email, phone and web announcements that we will be checking all these to be able to help our customers if we can.
• Emailing pasts customers to let them know we are actively here to serve them.
• Free printing for restaurants
• I am unsure what to do in this area, as a lot of our customers have been physically displaced from their workplace
• Increased phone contact. Additional email blasts. Additional social posting. Additional direct mail / early drop
date for April marketing plan
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• Launching a New Web2Print portal by April 1st. . Email marketing, paid search along with a local postcard
campaign will begin early April
• Launching an online retail store with FREE COVID-19 download-able posters. Then using the down time to add a
complete offering of online print products.
• No money to do this...we are both Veterans and seniors and diabetic’s...we will be homeless and out of business and
no way to move forward from this without help!!
•N
 o. The majority of my clients are in the financial sector o r hospitality industry which basically has shut down
in my area
• Not exactly... I am sensitive to appear to be taking advantage of the situation...maybe that does not make me much
of an aggressive entrepreneur
• Not implemented any marketing efforts as we are closed until May 1
• Offered free take out menus to our restaurant clients. Touched base to see if our church, school clients needed
anything.
• Postcards & email blasts promoting orders though web portal and mailers as an alternative to their sales people
going out.
• Pushing signs and service. Will increase marketing efforts over the next week. Have called top 100 accounts and
checked in with them
• Put together a Product Booklet Increase Direct Mail Increase Email marketing Increase Social Media presence
• Radio advertising, mailing to medical offices, contacting all current customers
• Reassurances on our web site and Facebook, expressing concern for all. Reinforcing the use of email/phone/web
when we get going again.
• Sent out email blast declaring our openess, willing to work online and safety concerns. We have redoubled our
cleanliness/habits within the store
• Staying with my strong radio advertising with updated message regarding current situation.
• Still formulating plans - definitely contact specific customers - probably offer some incentive to do now.
• Suggesting that our customers start thinking now about their “back to business” marketing efforts and get them
planned and ready now.
• We are a trade finisher. We reached out by phone last Thursday and Friday to our main accounts to let them know
we will be open and to advise them of our schedule.
• We are also in the process of our lease not being renewed so double wammy. We will be doing some mailings.
• We are offering one free coroplast sign to our local restaurants, stating they are still open for drive up and or
delivery
• We have changed or marquee sign to mention that we offer delivery.
• We have done three different email campaigns since COVID-19 talking about that we are here and open, why we
are open, and what new procedures that we are doing.
• We have offered a 10% run-on sale to our trucking customers. Something we have done in March. We had not done
it yet because we were so busy in Jan and Feb but that changed.
• We have promoted that we are still open and operating. We currently have a sale on pens right now - based on
using & taking with them.
• We have provided free ‘open for take-out’ signs to all local restaurants. Our logo is on the signs.
• We hired a marketing company to help with promotions but not sure when and what.
•W
 e will be doing some email touches to our existing clients more as a humanitarian effort than a sales effort. Just
to let them know we are here for them.
• We will push that our state has granted us a waiver to remain open, could bring new business and alert our present
customers we are here for them.

Thank you for participating in our recent survey. If you did not participate and are instead simply reading this
free report we ask you to consider making a modest donation to the National Printing Research Council. This
organization relies primarily on publication sales and private donations to fund its many research projects
and surveys such as this. We are, in fact, the only organization in the industry that is dedicated to conducting
research and surveys on behalf of the industry, and we encourage your financial support.
You can make a donation via PayPal to membership@printingresearch.org. Thank you.
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